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The German troops continue their -withdrawal from the southern end of the

Salerno bridgehead* swinging back on the line above Vietri* They still hold on to

Pimple Hill and the high ground around the village* however, the position where they
used to operate heavy guns to shell our main supply line from the beaches to Salerno

From here and few other posts where they have dug in they started shelling and mortaring

our lines today, while they drew cut motor transport along the Sanseverino road to

the north*

In the early hours of today patrols on a listening post on Sanseverino road

counted sixty vehicles moving along the rood from the direction of the bridgehead in

fifty minutes* Later air forces bombed and strafed columns of transport using the

road* Patrols during last night pushed far into territory formerly held by the Germans

without encountering any of the enemy* They roamed around for several miles, and

attacked the position from the north east.

German prisoners brought in today included some who had fought on the Russian

front at Stalingrad, They said that the shelling they had/from the British batteries

exceeded in intensity the 'Russian concentration* J L
°^

It is interesting to note the number of new posters which are now making their

appearance on hoarding throughout the towns# In place of the pro-Axis propaganda

type one sees the frowning visage of Mr, Churchill and the smiling face of president

Roosevelt, with quotations from their speeches underneath in Italian, There are also

posters which show the Prussian boot about to stamp on Italy and captioned "No”,

Yet another depicts a typical film type of high command German officer with monocle

glaring superciliously from the hoarding, while beneath the portrait are the words,

"Behold the enemy"•
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